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IMPA LONDON 2019
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- Ms. Tia Galanza

IMPA London Conference 2019 was held in QEII Centre, Broadway 
Sanctuary, Westminster, London on 10th September 2019. A 
two-day event showcased a wide range of over 125 exhibitors 
sharing their expertise and products, meeting the customers, 
networking and innovation. 

Fuji Group representatives were present during the event stating 
from President Mr. Yu Fukada, Managing Director, Mr. Yuzo Koike, 
Directors Mr. Henry and Mr. Nakagawa. For Middle East Fuji, our 
President and CEO, Mr. Saeed Al Malik and Managing Director, Mr. 
Ryusaku Hayashi were also there in the exhibition.



INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT TRAINING
Mr. Ganesan
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Programs that are designed to enable a business to operate in a state of reduced risk.it 
encompasses organizational and operational processes, and participants relevant to information 
security. 

Information security is a state of well-being of information and infrastructure in which the 
possibility of theft, tampering, and disruption of information and services is kept low or tolerable. 

Information Assurance refers to the assurance that the integrity, availability, confidentiality, and 
authenticity of information and information system is protected during usage, processing, 
storage, and transmission of information. 

Some of the processes that help in achieving information assurance include:

1. Developing local policy, process, and guidance
2. Designing network and user authentication strategy
3. Identifying network vulnerabilities and threats
4. Identifying problems and resource requirements
5. Creating plan for identified resource requirements
6. Applying appropriate information assurance control
7. Performing certification and accreditation
8. Providing information security training



- Ms. Janine Jamero 

FIRST AID TRAINING

As the saying goes, “You only live once”, hence we have to enjoy life as best as we could, but part of 
it always require a sense of responsibility to live a healthy and secure life. Moreover, there will always 
a possibility that we may encounter a life threatening situation, but the question is how are we going 
to respond? 

To expand the effectiveness of a healthy and safe working environment, part of MEF’s program is to 
conduct an Emergency First Aid Training to ensure that we can always respond when a certain life is 
at risk.  Last September 16 & 17, MEF conducted a training with the support of the Highly Awarding 
Body for Compliance (HABC-UK). The training highlights the main responsibility of a first aid trainer, 
which composed of 3 P’s - Preserve Life, Prevent the condition from Worsening & Promote Recovery. 

The said training will not be successful without the participation of the selected staff who give their 
time and effort to learn and enhance their knowledge in order to save a life. 
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BASIC FIRE SAFETY TRAINING 
“Fires can destroy property, cause injuries, and take lives - Fire safety training can teach workers how 
to recognize fire hazards, how to acess fire safety risk, how to prevent a workplace fire, and respond if 
a fire occurs"

Middle East Fuji LLC continued to display the commitment towards Zero workplace incidents/accidents 
as provided a Fire safety training to our office, warehouse and field staff from all departments.

 Fire safety training held at Dubai scout mission building by Dyna Tech Safety LLC, safety professional 
Mr. Marc begins traning with introduction to fire safety by identifying the basic properties of fire at 
work place and described in detailed all the topics below:-

* Fire triangle
* Fundamentals of public �re safety
* Classes of �re :A B C D K
* Types of Fire extinguisher
* Fire blanket usage upon discovering �re
* How to report a �re - Making the right desicion 
* Evacuation of the work place upon �re identi�cation
* Fire suppression safety tips
* Operating Fire extinguisher with PASS procedure
All training staff were enthusiastically participated in training and 
practically operated fire extinguishers to control the different fires 
generated in practical session.

"Don’t be the cause of causes of �res Stay safe"

- Mr. Kiran Kumar
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MEF ORGANIZED BLOOD 
DONATION CAMPAIGN 2019
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- Ms. Robilyn Bolambot

As part of the yearly humanitarian event, Middle East Fuji LLC once again organized a “Blood 
Donation Campaign” in coordination with Dubai Health Authority. The campaign was led by Miss 
Debbie along with the DHA team last September 30, 2019 from 9:30AM to 2:30PM.

In line with “Dubai Paperless Strategy by 2021”, unlike from the previous campaigns, it is 
mandatory to fill the DHQ by using the DHA application and paperless registration was 
implemented. DHA App is a new initiative by Dubai Health Authority to provide all services of DHA 
under one Smart application. 

The event is also supporting the yearly campaign of DHA “Be the Hero… Save Lives”, which 
encourage the Dubai community to donate blood and raise awareness about importance of 
donating blood and saving lives (DHANews).

This year, there were total 25 donors out of 33 registrations. It was a successful campaign because 
of the support from the staff and from MEF Management.

Indeed, a single pint can save three lives, a single gesture can create a million smiles. 
Together with DHA and community support million lives can be saved



KOBEYA  RESTAURANT SOFT OPENING

As part of Middle East Fuji’s diversification, they have come up to open a restaurant named “KOBE Ya 
Kitchen LLC”. The name KOBE Ya was derived from one city in Japan, “KOBE” where marbled beef is 
produced while the word “Ya” means “Shop”. 

The main target of the restaurant are those who are in Gluten-free diet and health conscious people as 
it mainly offers Gluten Free food. It also offers Kobe beef dishes like (Kobe beef burger, Sukiyaki Don, 
Beef Curry).

Kobeya’s Kitchen soft launch was held last September 25-28, 2019, located at Wasl Vita Mall. At this 
event, MEF staff were invited for a free dine-in in order to give a feedback for their service to help them 
improve in all aspects. The employees who joined were visibly happy and satisfied after they have tried 
the sumptuous meal. 

Everyone is looking forward to dine-in and experience Kobeya again. 

- Ms. Elika Mangalindan
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JACK BEAN TEA Mr. Sandeep

What is JackBean Tea?

The Jack and The Bean story was created based on the Jackbean. The JackBean shape is as a 
NATA (agriculture tool shaped as a sword), the village people in Japan call it NATA MAME (Bean).

Its vines grow to approximately 6 mtrs (20 ft.) the farmers in the region of Tamba , Hyogo Japan 
grow JackBean without any chemical pesticide.

They roast the JackBeans after carefully selecting the best JackBeans. Its taste is well known as 
“slightly sweet and aromatic and very easy to drink.”

Benefits of Jackbean Tea:

• JackBean Tea is 100% Organic.
• All Natural Beans.
• No Caffeine.
• Any person who suffers from kidney disorder can improve their situation after continue

consuming of this tea and it is proven in Japan as per the survey.
• Professor Takanori Noguchi, Fukuoka Women’s University had completed a research on

JackBean Tea and how high blood pressure issue can be affected by JackBean tea and how
JackBean Tea can support lifestyle related diseases prevention.

• Based on the survey research shows that Jackbean Tea customers enjoy various health
improvement through consuming JackBean Tea.

• PROMOTIONS:
• We are regularly doing Jackbean Tea promotions at Organic Foods and Café outlets and

response is very good from customers.
• Since our product is new to the Middle East Region people are more curious to know about

Jackbean Tea as most of them never heard about Jackbean Tea.
• Now a day’s people are more health conscious and our Jackbean Tea plays a very crucial 

part in a healthy living lifestyle.
• So by doing promotion, it helps us to reach maximum customers and make them aware of the

benefits of Jackbean.
• PROMOTIONS:
• We are regularly doing Jackbean Tea promotions at Organic Foods and Café outlets and

response is very good from customers.
• Since our product is new to the Middle East Region people are more curious to know about

Jackbean Tea as most of them never heard about Jackbean Tea.
• Now a day’s people are more health conscious and our Jackbean Tea plays a very crucial part
     in a healthy living lifestyle.
• So by doing promotion, it helps us to reach maximum customers and make them aware of the

benefits of Jackbean.
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Marine Supply

Maintenance

Engineering

“Believe you can and you are halfway there." - Theodore Roosevelt
Let us all congratulate our Employees of the 03rd Quarter 2019.

- Ms. Tia Galanza
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Sunil Thakur 
MEFKS

IT DEPT

WAREHOUSE

Tabassum Shaikh Hari Veluchamy
ADMINISTRATION WAREHOUSE

Patrick Ekpiri
WAREHOUSE

Yuvaraj Madhurai
MAINTENANANCE

Tirlok Singh
WAREHOUSE

Pratap SinghRamkumar

Samuel Yalley

LOGISTICS

Congratulations! Middle East Fuji LLC welcomes you and looking forward 
for the company’s success with you. Welcome abroad!

NEW STAFF- Ms. Tia Galanza
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Congratulations! Middle East Fuji LLC welcomes you and looking forward 
for the company’s success with you. Welcome abroad!

Frances Joy Dela
KOBE YA

Dede Kuuswara
KOBE YA

Alexander ModikaRotchelyn    
MEF PHILIPPINES

Muruganantham
WAREHOUSE

Vadivelu
WAREHOUSE

Ravi Arka
WAREHOUSE

Bernardo Navarro
KOBE YA

Anthony Bustos
KOBE YAKOBE YA
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Haawa Nabbale
KOBE YA

KOBE YA

Jeffrey Jimenez Ishimaru Miho

Nakul Wosti Roy Misa Yulfian Haryadi

KOBE YA

KOBE YA KOBE YA

KOBE YA

Congratulations! Middle East Fuji LLC welcomes you and looking forward 
for the company’s success with you. Welcome abroad!
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Temperatures are actually bearable

least 10 times a day during summer. After all, temperatures rise as high as 50°C (122°F), making it 
impossible to be outdoors without dehydrating. However, winter in the city has weather that is not 
only bearable—it’s actually delightful! People will find any excuse to be outside during winter in 
Dubai and take advantage of the brief period of time when the city has a breeze and comfortable 
temperatures.

Winter is beach season

Beach season is an exciting time all around the world. People simply love tanning and enjoying the 
sea water. However, in Dubai, that is done during winter. Since it’s too hot outside during the rest of 
the year, this is the season to work on the perfect tan. For those who are looking for a winter 
destination that does not involve coats and gloves, booking a trip to Dubai will guarantee that 
they’ll only have to pack swimsuits.

New Year’s in Dubai 
Dubai is known worldwide for its New Year’s festivities. There is no shortage of ways to spend New 
Year’s Eve (NYE) in the city. Whether one wants to spend it on the beach or in a luxurious hotel 
watching the Burj Khalifa fireworks, one thing is for sure: New Year’s in Dubai is always fun. People 
start planning their NYE months in advance, picking the perfect dress—yes, the weather is perfect 
to wear short dresses, with no need for jackets and such—and choosing the best venue from which 
to view the epic fireworks

- Ms. Tabassum

WELCOMING
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All the best events take place in winter

Dubai is big on events. They can focus on fitness, fashion, music or food, and they are a way that 
the city keeps its residents and visitors entertained year-round. However, most of the best and 
biggest events actually take place in winter. Anything from the biggest concerts in town to the Dubai 
Duty Free Tennis Championship takes place at the beginning of the year when the weather is good 
enough to be outside.

It’s the perfect time to get fit

Trying to stay fit is a constant job that should be executed throughout the year. However, when the 
temperature is boiling, and a run outside is an outrageous concept, this can be a bit of a challenge. 
Winter encourages people to be outside running, biking and simply staying active. Many gyms start 
to offer outdoor classes during the colder months of the year because Dubai’s fit residents crave the 
fresh air

The city is pumping

Dubai is always a busy city. However, winter is the peak season for tourism, and the city becomes 
full of new faces from all around the world, exciting the residents and giving Dubai a new energy 
that it does not have in any other season. Clubs have more people than usual, and events are 
packed. People are outdoors spending time with each other. This pumping stream of people feeds 
Dubai’s livelihood and makes it an even more pleasant place to be.

Sunsets are epic

Locals and tourists get their phones ready to capture the best sunset pictures of the year during 
winter. Unfortunately, summer gives the city a gloomy sky due to excessive heat and humidity. 
However, winter paints the Dubai skies all shades of orange and pink, which makes some of the 
most breathtaking sunsets in the world. It’s common for people to plan their night out around the 
sunset so that they can watch the sun go down in the beautiful and colorful sky.

WELCOMING

courtesy www.theculturetrip.com
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